WE ARE HIRING

Company
Administrator

CIRCA COMPANY ADMINISTRATOR
ROLE DESCRIPTION
Do you want to be part of a dedicated team of passionate and creative people?

Circa is one of the world’s great performing arts companies. We create performance
experiences that defy the ordinary by constantly asking the question “what is possible in
Circus?”

As Circa’s Company Administrator you keep the organisation running smoothly. As the face
of the organisation to internal and external clients, you will run our administration processes
and procedures. A part of a dedicated team, this position works across all areas of the
organisation, helping us deliver amazing performances and inspiring engagement projects
across the world.

We are seeking your keen eye for detail, your desire for a challenge, and your drive to hit the
ground running.

To be successful in this role you will have a passion or curiosity for arts and culture and will
preferably have previous experience working in a not-for-profit environment. You will have
excellent communication skills and be happy working both in group environments and
autonomously.

You’ll love a process and procedure, have no qualms about tracking down a rogue invoice
and love making people’s lives easier where you can. You’ll be responsible for helping
wrangle our classes program, providing support to our Executive team and ensuring the dayto-day administration of Circa is running smoothly and efficiently.
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As Circa is part of the National Performing Arts Framework, we tend to love a good report
and you will be responsible for the collation and collection of data. We’ll also get you to
occasionally lend a hand to our marketing department and provide support when we host
events as required. You will provide essential customer service, acting as a conduit between
Circa and Circa’s partners to ensure polished and professional service delivery.

This is an exciting time to be joining Circa. We are growing and need the right person in this
pivotal position. This role will be well suited to someone looking to make a positive
contribution and thrive in a fast-paced environment where no two days are similar.

Selection Criteria
•

Strong general administration skills

•

Ability to master schedules, budgets and reports

•

Ability to prioritise and manage multiple deadlines and priorities

•

Collegial and energetic team member

•

Resourceful, creative problem solve

Desirable Criteria:
•

Understanding of the arts sector and/or experience working with arts organisations;

•

Formal qualifications in business, finance or marketing would be highly regarded;

•

Previous experience in using CRM databases would be valuable.

•

Experience using all social media platforms, Wordpress, Myguestlist and Adobe suite
is advantageous

Key Details
1. The role is based in Brisbane, Australia
2. Employment Basis: Full time
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3. Occasional work on weekends and outside hours will be necessary
4. Circa is an equal opportunity employer and welcomes all suitable candidates

To Apply
Please send your CV and a cover letter of no more than two pages responding to the
selection criteria to recruit@circa.org.au by midnight 9th October 2022. Please note that
applications will be processed as they are received so the role may be filled by this date.

Please direct any enquiries in the first instance to Courtney Tuttle, Head of Operations and
Administration on courtney@circa.org.au

About Circa
Circa Contemporary Circus is one of the world's leading performance companies. Since
2004, from its base in Brisbane, Australia, Circa has toured the world - performing in 42
countries to over 1.5 million people. Circa's works have been greeted with standing ovations,
rave reviews and sold-out houses across six continents.

Circa is at the forefront of the new wave of contemporary Australian circus - pioneering how
extreme physicality can create powerful and moving performances. It continues to push the
boundaries of the art form, blurring the lines between movement, dance, theatre and circus.
Compelled by the question ‘what is possible in circus?’ Circa is leading the way with a
diverse range of thrilling creations that “redraw the limits to which circus can aspire.”
(The Age).

Under the direction of circus visionary Yaron Lifschitz, Circa features an ensemble of
exceptional, multi-skilled circus artists who have been a regular fixture at leading festivals
and venues in New York, London, Berlin and Montreal with seasons at Brooklyn Academy of
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Music, The Barbican Centre, Les Nuits de Fourvière, Chamäleon Theatre as well as major
Australian Festivals.

Visit circa.org.au to discover why Circa has been hailed as nothing short of “... a revolution in
the spectacle of circus.” (Les Echos).

Circa is committed to fostering the next generation of circus artists and runs public circus
classes from its studios in Brisbane. Circa also runs regular circus programs with
communities throughout Queensland and around Australia.

CIRCA.ORG.AU

